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Building a space between molecules and bulk
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• Spread between academic preparation and 
responsibilities of the workplace is largest in 
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1. System configuration
Link to important modules and functions located in standard libraries.

a. Python, C++, Fortran, etc.
b. sqrt, exp, log, sin, cos, random, plot, histo, etc.

2. Programming
a. Use variables of different types – integer, floating point, logical, etc.
b. Use floating point arithmetic of varying degrees of precision
c. Use data structures of various kinds – arrays, lists, dictionaries, etc.
d. Use control structures – loops, conditionals, recursion, etc.

3. Algorithms
a. Euler method
b. Discrete Fourier transforms
c. Relaxation

4. Solve, Minimize and Integrate
a. Newton method to solve equations in one variable
b. Newton-Cotes trapezoidal rule to integrate in one-dimension 
c. Iterative to solve differential equations – Laplace, diffusion, etc.
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3. The use of scientific software is 
important to all sciences and engineering, 
and physicists in particular frequently are 
called upon to evaluate, maintain, 
modify, or even create such software.
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their transportability within the body of 
physics phenomena and their vertical 
extensibility from simple to 
sophisticated applications.
6. A comprehensive integration of 
computation into undergraduate 
physics curricula is requires a 
supportive social network linking 
together developers and users.
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John M. Blondin
NC State University

Discovering the Complexity of 
Supernovae through 3D Simulations
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